Photonic crystals (PhCs) efficiently manipulate photons at the nanoscale. Applying these crystals to biological tissue that has been subjected to large deformation and humid environments can lead to fascinating bioapplications such as in vivo biosensors and artificial ocular prostheses. These applications require that these PhCs have mechanical durability, deformability, and biocompatibility. Herein, we introduce a deformable and conformal silk hydrogel inverse opal (SHIO); the photonic lattice of this 3D PhC can be deformed by mechanical strain. This SHIO is prepared by the UV cross-linking of a liquid stilbene/silk solution, to give a transparent and elastic hydrogel. The pseudophotonic band gap (pseudo-PBG) of this material can be stably tuned by deformation of the photonic lattice (stretching, bending, and compressing). Proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate that the SHIO can be applied as an ocular prosthesis for better vision, such as that provided by the tapeta lucida of nocturnal or deep-sea animals.
Photonic crystals (PhCs) efficiently manipulate photons at the nanoscale. Applying these crystals to biological tissue that has been subjected to large deformation and humid environments can lead to fascinating bioapplications such as in vivo biosensors and artificial ocular prostheses. These applications require that these PhCs have mechanical durability, deformability, and biocompatibility. Herein, we introduce a deformable and conformal silk hydrogel inverse opal (SHIO); the photonic lattice of this 3D PhC can be deformed by mechanical strain. This SHIO is prepared by the UV cross-linking of a liquid stilbene/silk solution, to give a transparent and elastic hydrogel. The pseudophotonic band gap (pseudo-PBG) of this material can be stably tuned by deformation of the photonic lattice (stretching, bending, and compressing). Proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate that the SHIO can be applied as an ocular prosthesis for better vision, such as that provided by the tapeta lucida of nocturnal or deep-sea animals.
silk fibroin | photonic crystal | photo-cross-linking | ocular prosthesis | intraocular pressure sensor T hree-dimensional photonic crystals (3D PhCs), also known as "opals," prepared by the self-assembly of colloidal crystals and their derivatives, have broad applicability in colorimetric sensors, full-color displays, and photonic pigments (1) (2) (3) (4) . Interferences between strongly scattered waves lead to a modification of the photon density of states in particular energy regions (5) . Light waves in these energy regions are also efficiently reflected; this phenomenon is known by different names, such as opalescence, structural color, and photonic band gap. Creatures in nature have evolved to exploit the properties of PhCs, with examples including antireflective nipple arrays in compound eyes, and 3D cuticle PhCs for broad-angle reflection that many scientists have been trying to mimic (6, 7) . For biomedical application, artificial biomimetic PhCs are potentially useful as ocular prostheses or highly sensitive biosensors. This sphere of application can be expanded through the use of biocompatible materials with reliable biointerfaces to flexible and deformable tissue (8, 9) .
Silk fibroin, derived from the Bombyx mori cocoon, is a biocompatible and biodegradable polymer with no toxic or immunogenic properties (10) . Recently, optical clarity and good processability have reinvented silk as a material for high-technology, biooptical elements such as lenses, lasers, PhCs, and plasmonic resonators (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Due to the combination of favorable material traits, silk shows promise for use in optical elements for biomedical application. Here we introduce a stretchable, bendable, compressive, and conformal silk hydrogel inverse opal (SHIO) that exhibits structural color even under the mechanical deformation conditions (Fig. 1A) to which the biological tissue is subjected. The pseudophotonic band gap (PBG), corresponding to the exhibited structural color, can be precisely tuned by applying mechanical forces to induce deformation of the photonic lattice. Meanwhile, silk is under scrutiny to work in contact with a delicate organ such as the eye. For example, silk was used to engineer corneal epithelium (19) and stroma (20) in vitro. In vivo responses of silk films to rabbit cornea models were also investigated (21) . In that sense, we show potential of the SHIO as an ocular prosthesis to improve vision in a similar way to that of the tapetum lucidum of nocturnal or deep-sea animals (Fig. 1B) (22, 23) .
To fabricate the SHIO, layers of submicrometer poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) spheres, with a 300-nm diameter, were stacked in a face-centered cubic (fcc) structure on a silicon substrate, as shown in Fig. 1C (12 ). An aqueous solution of silk fibroin and stilbene was poured into the PMMA template, which was subsequently cross-linked by short-wavelength UV (UVC) light from a low-pressure UV lamp. The low hazard stilbene chromophore, which had already been used as a gain material in a silk laser (13) , was chosen as the dopant for the photo-crosslinking of the silk molecules. UVC light induces [2π + 2π] cycloadditions between the stilbene units, whereas the radicals generated in the silk tethers undergo dityrosine bonding (for details, see Supporting Information and Fig. S1 ) (24, 25) . The rate of photo-cross-linking is increased by the aromaticity of the side chain that silk possesses in abundance. Consequently, stilbene can be a good cross-linker for silk fibroin (24, 26) . We found that a solution containing 0.02 M of stilbene led to the most rapid rate of cross-linking. To generate the inverse opal structure, the solidified silk film was detached from the silicon substrate and immersed in acetone to dissolve the PMMA spheres. The remaining stilbene was washed out with water over a day. Fig. 1D shows the opalescence of the SHIO caused by the diffraction of incident light induced by the periodic silk lattice (Fig. 1E) . The sky-blue opalescence observed in air changed to red opalescence when the SHIO was immersed in water, because the effective refractive index (RI) increased as the SHIO structure became swollen. In addition, mechanical properties of the SHIO and the bulk silk hydrogel film, both swollen and elastic, were investigated ( Fig. S2 and Table S1 ). In the fabrication process, the Significance Although many researchers show interest in biopolymers such as proteins and DNA due to their favorable material traits, applying biopolymer-based nanooptics to biological tissues is still challenging due to large deformation and humid environments of tissues. This constraint requires that the nanooptical devices must hold deformability, durability, and biocompatibility at the same time. In this study, we report deformable and conformal silk hydrogel inverse opals that may lead to giving night vision or IR vision to humans. Silk hydrogel is produced via photo-cross-linking of the stilbene chromophore with silk molecules under short-wavelength UV exposure. By exploiting the favorable material traits of silk, our deformable silk-based optical nanostructure adds a dimension at the interface between nanooptics and biology. minimum UV-exposure time required for the stable SHIO was 2 h. The elastic modulus of the silk hydrogel film was increased (more rigid), along with the reduced elastic deformation range, when the UV-exposure time increased. And, we observed that the elastic modulus of the SHIO was smaller than that of the bulk silk hydrogel film due to porosity of the SHIO (more elastic) (27) . The elastic deformation range of the SHIO was 10%, similar to bulk, and the optical response was significantly weakened at strains greater than the elastic range (Fig. S3) . Fig. 2A shows the spectral responses of reflected light, measured using an optical setup under white-light illumination. By increasing the effective RI, the wavelength corresponding to the photonic mode becomes red-shifted. Immersing the SHIO in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) (n ∼ 1.37), which is volatile enough not to cause any swelling of the silk matrix, red-shifts the reflection peak (λ peak ) from 500 in air to 616 nm (12) . However, when the SHIO is immersed in water, the situation becomes more complex because the silk matrix accommodates water molecules and therefore becomes structurally expanded, resulting in a reduced RI. This figure can be qualified theoretically by calculating the pseudo-PBG associated with the lattice geometry and the RI. To identify the lattice constant a (= ffiffi ffi 2 p d, where d is the void diameter) of the fcc inverse opal, we compared the calculated photonic band structures and the measured reflectance spectra. As shown in Fig. 2B , the calculated pseudo-PBG frequencies (a/λ peak ) for the SHIOs in air and IPA are in good agreement with those obtained experimentally when d is 270 nm. The contracted lattice originates from the prolonged exposure to acetone used for removing PMMA spheres (12) . To estimate the optical response of the swollen SHIO (in water), we first investigated the RI value of the swollen silk film (Fig. S4) . To that end, a He-Ne laser beam was refracted at the boundary between air and the swollen silk film; the RI value of the silk film, obtained according to Snell's law, was observed to reduce from 1.54 to 1.43. As a consequence, a theoretical calculation estimates that the silk matrix in the swollen SHIO is expanded by 3% (270 to 278 nm in d), making the silk film elastic.
To evaluate the spectral response to stretching, the SHIO was double-banked, using clamps, during the collection of the reflected spectra, as shown in Fig. 3A . The λ peak of the reflected signal was plotted as a function of mechanical strain, defined as ΔL/L (L: the length of the silk film, ΔL: the elongated length of the silk film). As shown in Fig. 3B , a strain of 10% induces a 7-nm blue shift of λ peak . The Bragg-Snell (vertical incident) diffraction equation, λ peak = 2n eff d, where n eff is the effective RI and d is the interplanar spacing, indicates that the observed spectral response is not the result of the elongated (x direction) stretching of the lattice, but is due to the simultaneously contracted interplanar distance perpendicular to the film surface (z direction) (28, 29) . We performed numerical simulations, using a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, to examine the effect of the lattice constant on the pseudo-PBG of the SHIO (Fig. S5) . The FDTD results indicate that the reflection peak, corresponding to the pseudo-PBG, is highly sensitive to the interplanar distance, whereas the stretched interparticle space in the x-and y directions does not appear to influence the pseudo-PBG. In addition, the Poisson ratio (υ) of the SHIO can be estimated from simulated and experimental values using the equation e z = −υ« x , where e z (e x = ΔL/L) is the mechanical strain in the z direction (x direction) (28) . We obtained a value of υ = 0.12. This value is smaller than those reported for nonporous elastomers (υ ∼ 0.5) (30) . In porous polymers, however, to maintain a constant volume, a compression in one direction is not required to be accompanied by an expansion in perpendicular directions (29) . Fig. 3C demonstrates the response of the λ peak to repeated stretch and release steps (10% strain) over three cycles (the maximum number of cycles without loss in optical quality). The blue-shifted peak observed under stretching was fully recovered when the stress was relaxed, showing the flexibility and durability of the SHIO.
As a direct way to alter the interplanar spacing, weights were loaded to apply uniform pressure onto the SHIO (Fig. 4A ). The applied pressure decreases interplanar spacing, thereby blueshifting the pseudo-PBG (Fig. 4B) . The sensitivity of the SHIO to a pressure of 0.25 nm/kPa, obtained from the plot, is comparable to that of a polyacrylamide-hydrogel inverse opal (31).
Although the detection limit is relatively low compared with electrical-based pressure sensors (32, 33) , it is sufficient for the detection of physiological signals such as intraocular pressure, while providing the biofriendly features and the wireless detection capability that electrical devices cannot provide (34) .
As technology advances, more high-technological devices begin to blend with our biological systems for improving or recovering biological functions (8, (35) (36) (37) . A technologically relevant application of the deformable and conformal SHIO is the improvement of human or animal vision. Nocturnal and deep-sea animals have the advantage of a tapetum lucidum, which is a layer of tissue consisting of regularly arranged collagen fibers (22, 23) . The tapetum lucidum can be regarded as a protein-based PhC (like the SHIO) and therefore visible light can be reflected by the tapetum and returned through the retina to increase the light available to the photoreceptors, providing superior night vision. As proof-of-concept, we investigated the optical properties of the SHIO on the curved surface of an eye model. Hemispheres of agarose gel and soft contact lenses were used in this eye model because the gels were tissue equivalent and easily prepared in any shape (38) (39) (40) . Especially, translucency of agarose gel made it easier to observe the light path traveled through , and IPA (red), calculated using the PWE method. Unlike immersion in IPA, water molecules are absorbed into the SHIO, which then expands its structure, resulting in a reduced refractive index of the silk matrix. (C) The stretching-recovering cycling of the peak wavelength position when the SHIO is subjected to 10% strain. There is no deterioration in reflection properties for up to three cycles. the gel. The photographs in Fig. 5A show propagating red laser beams through hemispheric gels containing silk films (with and without the SHIO) on the top of the gel. Because the SHIO is conformally attached onto the curved gel, it can be considered to be a concave mirror surface, as simulated in Fig. 5B ; the partially reflected red laser beam is focused at the focal point [f = −ð1=2Þr 0 where f is the focal length and r 0 is the radius of the sphere]. Additionally, the accumulated light, originating from the strongly scattered light, can be observed at the boundary between the agarose gel and the SHIO. This indicates that incident light can be efficiently absorbed by photoreceptors placed in front of the SHIO.
To confirm this light enhancement, we investigated the absorption of a blue dye (gardenia blue) solution inserted into the contact lens at the point where the silk film (with or without the SHIO) is located behind the contact lens (Fig. 5C) . The blue color of the dye originates from its broad-band absorption properties that range from green to red (Fig. S6) , and is suitable for the SHIO exhibiting red reflective color. Fig. 5D shows that the inserted SHIO enhances the absorption of incident white light in the broad range of 510-660 nm. It is especially interesting that the maximal absorption enhancement (with a factor of ∼1.3) is obtained at ∼600 nm, close to that of the pseudo-PBG of the SHIO. This result indicates that the light reflected by the SHIO was reabsorbed by the dye solution. In addition, if the contact lens is regarded to be an optical waveguide, the optical loss caused by the curvature of the waveguide is reduced by the SHIO, which recouples the leaked light back into the waveguide (Fig. S7) . It is noteworthy that the realized SHIO is an example of the artificial tapetum lucidum totally mimicking the natural one (protein-based and elastic PhC). Although it is necessary to verify these optical functionalities in a real biological system, the conformability and the biofriendly properties of the SHIO may lead to an artificial tapetum for better visual acuity in low light (Fig. S8) .
The detection of intraocular pressure (IOP), the main indicator of glaucoma, is a considerably promising application of the deformable SHIO (34) . The underlying principle of noninvasive IOP sensors relies on converting changes in the curvature of the cornea into detectable signals such as capacitance and strain. To investigate the effects of curvature on the optical response of the SHIO, we inserted an SHIO between a contact lens and an agarose gel hemisphere (Fig. 5E ). As shown in Fig. 5F , a 5-nm red shift of the reflection peak was obtained when the curvature was reduced by two-thirds (1/2 cm −1 to 1/3 cm
). In measurements of optical structure on a curved surface, structural variations associated with the surface curvature must be considered because an incident light beam has a finite area of illumination. In effect, the averaged incident angle becomes smaller as the curvature of the SHIO is reduced, resulting in a red shift of the spectrum of the collected reflection signal. The FDTD simulation also exhibited a red-shifted spectrum for the smaller curvature, in good agreement with the experimental result (Fig. 5F ). To apply the SHIO as the indicator for glaucoma, we should be able to detect about 3% change in the radius of curvature (41), corresponding to subnanometer deviation of the pseudo-PBG wavelength. This detection requires highly resolute spectrometry, relatively expensive but certainly available in the medical industry. Through the proof-of-concept experiment, we quantitatively investigated the operation of the SHIO on the eye-like spherical surface and computationally analyzed the optical response, which may be useful for ophthalmology inspection.
For in vivo and in vitro applications of the SHIO, investigation on the biodegradability is important to predict the lifetime of the device. Using the biodegradation evaluation method described in refs. 42 and 43, we could confirm that the UV-cross-linked silk hydrogel film exhibited the slower degradation rate than those of other reported water-insoluble silk films (Fig. S9) , which could lead to implantable devices with long-term degradation (42, 43) . It is noteworthy that the transparency of the silk films was well preserved during the biodegradation process (Fig. S10) .
In conclusion, deformable and conformal silk inverse opals have been produced via photo-cross-linking of the stilbene chromophore with silk molecules under UVC exposure. Forces applied to induce deformations such as stretching, compression, and flection can be used to precisely tune the pseudo-PBG, and the corresponding structural color of the SHIO. When the SHIO is conformally placed on the curved surface of an agarose gel hemisphere, an artificial model of the eye, the incident light accumulates at the boundary between the SHIO and the gel hemisphere, along with the focused, reflected light. The attached SHIO also enhances the absorption of a blue dye solution by increasing the optical path length. We expect that this SHIO may be applicable as an artificial tapetum, to help improve human night vision to see as nocturnal animals do. In addition, changes in the pseudo-PBG position with curvature may provide a way to detect IOP. By exploiting the favorable material traits of silk, our deformable silk-based photonic nanostructure adds a dimension at the interface between nanooptics and biology.
Methods
Silk Fibroin Solution Preparation. B. mori cocoons were boiled for 30 min in an aqueous solution of 0.02 M sodium carbonate (Na 2 CO 3 ) and then rinsed with distilled water and dried for 24 h to remove sericin proteins. The extracted silk fibroin was then dissolved in a 9.3 M lithium bromide solution and incubated at 60°C for 4 h, to yield a 20 wt % solution. This solution was dialyzed against distilled water using a dialysis membrane (Cellu-Sep T1, Membrane Filtration Products, MWCO 3.5K) at room temperature for 48 h. The dialysate was centrifuged twice for 20 min at −1°C at 9,000 rpm, to remove impurities. The final concentration of silk fibroin aqueous solution was ∼8 wt %.
SHIO Fabrication Process.
Commercially available PMMA spheres (2% concentration dispersed in water, MMA300, Phosphorex) were used to generate a template for a silk inverse opal. A 5 μL sample of the PMMA solution was dropped onto a silicon substrate and then heated on a hotplate at 70°C to vaporize water and generate the self-assembled PMMA opal. A silk solution containing the stilbene chromophore (Stilbene 420, Exciton) was then infiltrated into the PMMA opal. The silk solution was then cross-linked using UVC radiation from a low-pressure UV lamp (G36T5VH, Serve Tool Inc.) for 2 h. The lamp emits both 185-and 254-nm UV light at 40 W. The cured silk film was detached from the silicon wafer and immersed in acetone for 24 h to remove the PMMA spheres. The generated silk inverse opal structure was rinsed with IPA and dried using a nitrogen gun. When soaked in water, the silk inverse opal forms an elastic hydrogel inverse opal.
Optical Measurements. Optical properties of the SHIOs were characterized using a vis/near-infrared fiber-optic spectrometer (USB-2000, Ocean Optics). For the measurement of reflectance spectra, a 1 × 2 fiber coupler enables white light to be fed to the sample, while simultaneously capturing the reflected signal. The reflected optical signal was directly fed into the spectrometer through a fiber. Spectral responses under mechanical strain were measured using a spectrometer as described above, and changes in structure were induced by increasing weight in defined amounts, at regular intervals, or by the use of a clip on both sides of the sample.
Fabrication of Biomimetic Eye Models. The curved surface of the eye was modeled using an agarose gel. A hemispherical agarose gel was made by mixing a solution of 2 wt % aqueous sodium alginate with 1 wt % aqueous calcium chloride solution followed by pouring into a hemispherical framework. The mixture was dried for 24 h, resulting in a hemispherical gel. For the enhancement of the light absorption experiments, a soft contact lens was used. An aqueous solution of natural gardenia blue dye was dropped onto . Scattered light partly accumulates at the boundary between the SHIO and the agarose gel, while some is reflected in the backward direction. The FDTD simulation in B reveals that the conformal SHIO acts as a concave mirror, focusing the reflected light. The concept can be applied to an artificial tapetum for better human night vision and is related to the better absorption of incident light by photoreceptors by the artificial tapetum reflector. (C and D) Schematic diagram and absorption measurement of a proof-of-concept experiment to prove better absorption of incident light by the SHIO. Absorption enhancement factors were also plotted. (E and F) Optical response of the SHIO on agarose gels with different curvatures related to the IOP. On the smaller curvature (larger IOP), the SHIO exhibits the red-shifted reflection peak in experiment (Top) and simulation (Bottom).
the concave surface of the contact lens, whereas the SHIO was attached to the convex surface.
Numerical Simulations. The photonic band diagrams for the inverse opals with the fcc structure were simulated using the commercial software (BandSOLVE, Rsoft Design Group) that implements the plane-wave expansion (PWE) code. In the PWE simulation, a convergence tolerance of 10 −8 was used to obtain eigenvalue frequencies. The refractive indices of water, IPA, the silk film, and the swollen silk film were assumed to be 1.33, 1.37, 1.54, and 1.43, respectively. FDTD simulations were performed using a commercial software package (FDTD Solutions, Lumerical Solutions). To estimate the pseudo-PBG wavelength of the inverse opal structure, reflectance spectra of the inverse opal structures in the L-point direction were calculated. Perfect matching layers were applied at the boundaries in the propagation direction of the plane-wave source (z axis), whereas the boundary conditions in the other directions were set to be periodic (x and y axes). The refractive indices of these materials were also assumed to be constants, as mentioned above.
Silk Degradation. Silk hydrogel films were incubated at 37°C in 20 mL PBS solutions which contained 0.23 U/mL protease XIV (Sigma-Aldrich) at pH 7.2. Each solution contained an ∼20 mg amount of silk films. After the incubation, the samples were rinsed in distilled water and dried on the 50°C hotplate for 30 min. Then, weights of degraded silk hydrogels were measured every hour.
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Min et al. 10 .1073/pnas.1701092114 UV-Cross-Linking Silk Fibroin Using Stilbene Stilbene chromophore and its derivatives have been used as photoreactive building blocks or dopants for imaging and resist techniques (24, 26, 44) . Polymers with stilbene can be cross-linked upon exposure to deep-UV light. The dominant photoreactions in stilbene-doped silk solutions under the deep-UV exposure are intrachain [2π + 2π] cycloadditions (involving cis-transisomerization) and radical reactions (26) . Fig. S1A shows the attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra of amorphous and cross-linked silk films. Along with the absorbance band at 1,641 cm
, indicative of a typical random coil organization of amorphous proteins (16) , the crosslinked silk film exhibits an absorbance band at 1,607 cm −1 that originates from the C = C stretching of trans-exocyclic bonds (26) . This result is a strong indicator for the formation of intrachain [2π + 2π] cycloadditions. In addition, fluorescence analyses were performed to investigate the structure of the silk films (Fig. S1B) because it is acknowledged that the isomerization of the cisconfiguration causes loss of the loss the fluorescence of stilbene (26) . As expected, increasing UV irradiation intensity dramatically decreases the intensity of the stilbene emission.
Interestingly, when energy-rich UV light is used, radical reactions can occur. Tyrosine residues in silk fibroin form tyrosyl radicals by UV light (25) . Two tyrosyl radicals can then form a dityrosine bond that chemically cross-links the silk backbones. Note that byproducts generated during the dityrosine crosslinking are known to be biocompatible (45) . The presence of dityrosine can be confirmed by fluorescence spectroscopy. Fig.  S1B shows that, along with decreases in fluorescence intensity, dityrosine fluorescence at 415 nm is observed.
Refractive Index of the Swollen Silk Hydrogen Film
To analyze the optical response of hydrogel inverse opals, it is important to determine the RIs of the swollen matrix because absorbed water reduces the mean RI of the matrix. Experimentally, the RI of a material can be determined by measuring the deflection of a beam as it enters and leaves the interface between materials at an angle (46) . The quantitative statement of refraction is described by Snell's law, n 1 sin(θ 1 ) = n 2 sin(θ 2 ), where θ 1 (θ 2 ) is the angle of incidence (refraction). As shown in Fig. S4 , a rectangular silk film was prepared and a red laser beam was directed at the silk-air interface. For θ 1 of 62°, we obtained θ 2 of 38°, providing an RI for the swollen silk of 1.43. Using the average model n
water f, where f is the filling factor of water (volume) (47), we can determine that water in the silk hydrogel accounts for about 50% of its total volume.
FDTD Simulations for Effects of Lattice Constant on Reflectance Spectra
We performed numerical simulations using the FDTD method to calculate reflectance spectra for the inverse opal structures in the L-point direction. As shown in Fig. S5A and B (Right), the lattice constants varied in the x-(or y-) direction (parallel to the incident surface) and z direction (vertical to the incident surface). The reflectance spectra were investigated in the −10% (compressed) to +10% (stretched) range of strains. Fig. S5A reveals that the shape of the reflectance spectra, and the peak wavelength of reflection (λ = 618 nm), remains unaffected by strain in the lateral direction. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. S5B , the reflection peak wavelength was very sensitive to strain in the vertical z direction. It is reasonable to expect that the incident photons were affected by changes in effective refractive indices of the media, through the path of propagation. We can experimentally estimate the strain in the z direction from the measured reflection peak, as well as also the Poisson ratio of the SHIO.
Optical Loss Caused by Curvature of the Waveguide Because the angle of total internal reflection is not consistent through the curved waveguide, propagating light leaks to the outside of the curved surface. We tried to reduce the optical loss by placement of the SHIO structure on the curved surface as a reflector. As shown in Fig. S7A , red light was illuminated onto an edge of a commercial contact lens by a diode laser. The path of the red light through the curved waveguide can be seen (yellow dotted line) and the propagated light was collected at the opposite side of the incident edge. To investigate the performance of the reflecting SHIO structure, the SHIO structure was placed at the center of the contact lens (Fig. S7B, Inset) . Fig. S7B shows that the intensity of propagated light increased by over 50% when the SHIO structure was present (red line) compared with when the SHIO was absent (blue line). This result indicates that the leaked light was effectively reflected by the SHIO and recoupled back into the curved waveguide.
Comparison Between a Human Eye and a Cat (or Other Nocturnal) Eye Fig. S8 shows diagrams for a human eye and a cat eye. The human eye gathers light through a crystalline lens and passes it to the retina to secure vision. In comparison, cats and other nocturnal animals have a tapetum lucidum, a layer of periodically arranged collagen fibers, behind the retina (22, 48) . The tapetum lucidum reflects light directly back to the retina, thereby increasing the quantity of light passing through the retina. This process maintains the sharpness and contrast of the image on the retina. Because of this, cats have superior night vision. The existence of the tapetum lucidum can be confirmed by the shine observed in nocturnal photographs of these eyes. We applied the SHIO to mimic these eyeballs and confirmed the possibility of its application as an ocular prosthesis. In our experiment, the SHIO acts as a reflector and increases absorption of light by the blue dye solution. Therefore, if the SHIO is applied to the back of the retina, it is expected to complement the night vision of a human. Whereas the spectra showed an overall decrease in intensity, the peak at 415 nm (dityrosine) increased relatively. Fig. S2 . Stress versus strain curves for the SHIO and the silk hydrogel bulk films. Weights were hanged on one side of the samples and strained lengths were observed. The SHIO and the silk hydrogel bulk films exposed to UV radiation for 2 and 4 h were named SHIO_2h, Bulk_2h, and Bulk_4h, respectively. 
